This work presents a simple method to fabricate controllable microscale wave structures on the top of regular interdigitated electrode (IDE) arrays using electrically-assisted lithography techniques. Smooth wave structures are extremely difficult, if not impossible, to fabricate using traditional multilayer photolithography technology. The fabricated wave structures were carefully measured using an optical profiler and the measured wave profiles were used in the numerical simulation of electrical field and for evaluating the parameters influencing the fabricated wave structure. It is demonstrated that the combined smooth wave structure and IDE array offer unique capability for particle manipulation including particle concentration, aggregation and separation. Particle motion manipulated via the combined wave structure and IDE array is governed by ac electroosmosis (ACEO), dielectrophoresis (DEP) or a combination of both depending on the applied frequency. At lower frequencies (~30 kHz), ACEO dominates and particles are driven to move along the valleys of the wave structures; while at higher frequencies (~200 kHz), DEP force dominates which concentrates particles at the peaks of the wave structures. In addition, varying the ac waveform from sinewave to square-wave allows for dynamic control of particle motion. Size-dependent particle separation over the wave structure is also demonstrated for a mixture of 0.5 µm and 2 µm particles that are separated into two populations by the joint effects of drag and DEP forces when being pumped to flow via ACEO.
Introduction
AC electrokinetic techniques such as dielectrophoresis (DEP), ac electroosmosis (ACEO), and ac electrothermal (ACET) effects have proven effective for manipulating particles including particle separation, sorting, concentration and detection [1] [2] [3] [4] . The key element to these phenomena is the presence of a non-uniform electrical field which is usually created through complicated electrode patterns [5, 6] . A common design of the electrode pattern is the interdigitated electrode (IDE) array which has been used for manipulating particles [7] [8] [9] [10] and fluids [11] via ac electrokinetics, in addition to be used for a number of other applications such as impedance measurements [12, 13] , piezoelectric actuators [14, 15] , and capacitance measurements [16] .
Although DEP force has been used extensively for manipulating micro-or nano-particles, such as colloidal particles [17, 18] , cells [19, 20] , bacteria [21] and DNA [22] , on IDE arrays, it is more effective to use combined DEP and ACEO or DEP and ACET for particle manipulation. This is because DEP force scales with the particle volume limiting its application to small particles and decreases much faster with the distance from the electrodes than ACEO or ACET [23] . In fact, both combinations (i.e. DEP/ACEO and DEP/ACET) have been exploited for particle manipulation on IDE arrays in microfluidic devices [11, 13] . The capability of any of the above mechanisms for particle manipulation is highly dependent on the level of control over the nonuniform electrical field, which in turn relies on the design of IDE arrays [24] .
Parallel IDE array is the most common design among the IDE array patterns. In order to enhance its particle manipulation capability, there have been other design variants developed such as castellated and potential well IDE arrays [13] . It is possible to develop more complicated three-dimensional (3D) architectures for IDE arrays to further improve their performance in manipulating particles; however, complicated electrode designs raise the difficulty level in fabrication and thus the risk for failures. Considering that the ultimate goal is to generate controllable non-uniform electrical fields to enhance particle manipulation, an alternative approach is to utilize simple parallel IDE arrays to generate 3D surface structures, through which non-uniform electrical fields can be generated for particle manipulation.
This logic thought prompts us to develop a simple method to fabricate 3D microscale wave structures over simple parallel IDE arrays to obtain unique non-uniform electrical fields and thus achieve unique control of particle manipulation that cannot be realized easily otherwise. The 3D wave structure is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to fabricate using traditional multilayer photolithography technology. The method we developed enables 3D wave structures to be fabricated by inducing wrinkling in a resin film spread over the top of a simple parallel IDE array using an applied electrical field [25] and solidifying it using UV light. This idea was inspired by the study of electrically induced wrinkling of an oil film over an IDE array [26] designed for optical applications [27] though we adopt it for exploring unique particle control in microfluidic applications. Figure 1 illustrates the chip structure and fabrication procedure. The microfluidic chip consists of a sandwich structure where two glass substrates are separated by a layer of Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) bonded to the top and bottom glass substrates, as shown in figure 1(a) (top and side view). The top glass substrate is a typical microscope slide (25 × 75 mm) and the bottom glass substrate on which the IDE array and wave structure are fabricated.
Methods and materials

Chip fabrication
The fabrication of the chip is a three-step process. First, the IDE array is fabricated using standard lithography technology and then the wave structure is fabricated on the top of the IDE array using electrically induced formation and UV curing processes. Third, a PDMS layer is made using standard soft lithography technology and cut to fit the glass substrate after curing. Before the final bonding, the center region of the PDMS layer which is aligned with the IDE array and wave structure region is cut so that the IDE array is not covered by PDMS after it is bonded to the two glass substrates. As a result, a chamber is formulated with the plain glass substrate on the top, the wave structure and IDE array at the bottom and PDMS as the surrounding walls. Details are provided below. [1] . Briefly, positive photoresist (S1813, Microposit) was spin-coated at 500 rpm for 10 s and then 3000 rpm for 30 s on the ITO layer and soft baked at 95 °C for 100 s. The electrode geometry was patterned using UV photolitography with an exposure dosage of 165 mJ cm −2 and then developed in Microposit MF-319 for 30 s. The exposed ITO was then etched away (2:1 ratio of HCl: FeCl 3 at 50 °C for 1 min), with the remaining photoresist removed by acetone. Subsequently, a passivation layer (SU8 2001) was added to protect the electrodes and also to achieve uniform wetting of the UV resin. SU8 2001 was spin-coated at 3000 rpm for 30 s to obtain a film of around 2 µm thick, and then soft-baked at 65 °C for 1 min and 95 °C for 3 min. Afterwards, it was exposed to UV of 300 mJ cm −2 , post-baked at 65 °C for 30 s and 95 °C for 1 min, and then finally, hard-baked at 120 °C for 30 min.
Fabrication of wave structure.
The wave structures were made of a UV curable resin (NOA 89, Norland Products, USA). The step-by-step fabrication process is shown in figure 1 . Briefly, a small amount of resin was first dispensed onto the previously fabricated IDE array, where the volume of resin controlled the final thickness of the wave structure. Too much of a volume of resin results in a small amplitude in the fabricated wave structure [25] . In this study, a small volume of 0.2 µl was used because of the limitation of the available pipette and this volume results in a nominal thickness of ~10 µm. Uniform spreading of the UV resin over the IDE array was induced by applying a low voltage square wave (300 V, 10 kHz) to the IDE array until the UV resin covered the entire electrode area forming a thin film. Then the structure of the thin film was manipulated by adjusting the applied voltage to create undulations. The wave structure was then solidified by using a UV light source whose spectral is at 365 nm using an I-line filter. The light was illuminated from an inverted microscope through a 4X objective lens.
Preparation of particle suspensions
Polystyrene beads of 0.5 µm (yellow green fluorescence, 2.7% solids, 1.05 g cm −3 , Polyscience), 1 µm (red fluorescence, 2.0% solids, 1.05 g cm −3 , Invitrogen) and 2 µm (yellow green fluorescence, 2.6% solids, 1.05 g cm −3 , Polyscience) in diameter were suspended in deionized water with a conductivity of 5 µS cm −1 . The bead suspension was initially centrifuged at 5000 rpm for 5 min, after which the supernatant was removed to reduce the effects of ionic charges and surfactants. The concentrations of 0.5, 1, 2 µm polystyrene beads used in the experiments were fixed at around 10 8 , 10 7 and 10 7 beads per ml, respectively.
Experimental procedure
Once the chip was fabricated, a particle suspension of 100 µl was dispensed into a reservoir attached to the chip and the suspension flowed into the fluid chamber by capillary action.
During the experiments, particle motion was recorded using an inverted microscope (Eclipse Ti, Nikon) equipped with a camera (Retiga 2000R, Imaging). AC electric fields were applied to the electrodes using a combination of a waveform generator (Model 8550, Tabor Electronics) and a voltage amplifier (A-304, A.A. Lab Systems), with frequency and voltage measurements accomplished using an oscilloscope (DPO 7054C, Tektronix).
Results and discussions
Wave structure control
The surface profiles of the wave structures were carefully measured using an optical profiler (Wyko 1100NT, Veeco) and images were taken with a scanning electron microscope (S-3000N, Hitachi) as shown in figure 2. It can be seen that the wave surface profile lays parallel to the electrode fingers with the same period as that of the electrode (80 µm which is a combination of the electrode width of 50 µm and the gap of 30 µm). These measured profiles were used in the following discussion of the structure control and in the numerical simulation of the electrical field in order to demonstrate the effects of the wave structure on the electrical field. As mentioned earlier, the method reported here allows a wave structure to be fabricated by applying an electrical field to a simple IDE array. Therefore the wave profile is influenced by the IDE array design and applied electrical signal such as wave form, voltage and frequency. These parameters were evaluated experimentally. It was found that the amplitude of the film undulations could be controlled during the fabrication process by adjusting the voltage (square wave) and frequency applied to the IDE Figure 1 . Schematic of the chip structure and fabrication: (a) schematic of the chip structure; (b) resin is spread to cover the area of IDE at the lower applied voltages; and (c) The undulated film is induced by DEP forces at the higher applied voltages, and then solidified via UV illumination.
array. The frequency has less effect than the voltage for the frequency range we evaluated (10 kHz, 50 kHz and 100 kHz) as shown in figure 2(d) which indicates that the most effective way to control the amplitude is to adjust the applied voltage.
We also attempted to induce undulations using different waveforms of ac signals such as sine-wave; however, minimal undulations were generated under the sine-wave signal (Data not shown). This is mainly becuase DEP force is a function of the root mean square (RMS) voltage which is higher for a square wave than a sine wave. In this study, therefore, only the square wave was used to fabricate the wave structures. Please note that both square wave and sine wave were used for particle manipulation as explained later. Furthermore, changes in the structure of the IDE array (electrode width, gap size, etc) also influence the wave structure. For instance, an asymmetric array design creates dual period undulations of different amplitudes as shown in figure 3(c) . In order to discuss the findings clearly, a brief introduction of ac electrokinetic phenomena is necessary. For comprehensive understanding of these phenomena, readers are referred to an excellent review [7] .
Dielectrophoresis
Dielectrophoresis arises from the interaction between a non-uniform electric field and the induced dipoles created within dielectric particles. The particles can be attracted to (positive DEP) or repelled from (negative DEP) the strong region of the electrical field gradient depending on how polarizable they are compared to the surrounding medium. The frequency where DEP switches is called the cross-over frequency (COF), which is determined by the electrical properties of the surrounding medium and particle. The time averaged DEP force for a spherical particle can be described as [28] :
where ε m is the permittivity of the medium, r the particle radius, ∇E 2 the gradient of the local electrical field intensity, and K(ω), the Clausius-Mossotti (CM) factor that provides a measure of the effective polarization strength and is defined as:
where the complex permittivity ε ε ε σ ω * * = − i ( / ) is related to the permittivity (ε) and conductivity (σ) via the angular frequency (ω = 2πf) for both the particle and medium. According to equation (2) , polarization is dominated by the electrical conductivity at low frequencies and the permittivity at high frequencies. (a) SEM image of a wave structure fabricated on an IDE array where the bright lines parallel to the electrode fingers are the valleys of the wave structure; (b) and (c) cross-sections of the wave structure taken with an amplification factor of 300 and 1,000, respectively; and (d) effects of the applied voltage and frequency on the amplitude of the wave structure.
AC electroosmosis (ACEO)
ACEO is an induced-charge electroosmotic flow near electrodes through which an alternating electrical field is applied. The time-averaged slip velocity of ACEO is described as [9] :
where η is the viscosity of the medium, V 0 the root mean square voltage, x the distance between two electrodes, and Ω the non-dimensional frequency [9] . In general, ACEO drives particles to concentrate at the middle of each electrode length at low frequencies (1-50 kHz) and low conductivity environment (DI water). As the frequency increases to hundreds of kHz (100-500 kHz), particles tend to aggregate at the end of the electrode length where high electric field gradient exists due to positive DEP forces. At even higher frequencies (i.e. >1 MHz), particles experience negative DEP forces, which propel them towards the low electric field gradient region levitating some on the top of the electrodes.
Unique electrical field and particle manipulation
As compared to plain IDE arrays, the combined 3D wave structure and IDE array alter the local electric field and its gradient as shown in figure 3 , which was numerically obtained using the ac/dc module of COMSOL Mulitphysics 4.1. The altered electrical field and its gradients emphasize different ac electrokinetic phenomena at specific positions. Furthermore, the IDE geometry and the amplitude of the wave structure also affect ac electrokinetic particle motion. For example, figure 3(b) shows the highest electric field gradient occurring at the peaks for the symmetric wave structure where DEP forces would dominate [24] and thus trap particles at the peaks as illustrated in figure 4(a) . In addition, the dense electric field locates at the valleys where AECO flows are strong pumping particles along the valleys as illustrated in figure 4(b) . In comparison, ACEO flow perpendicular to the electrode length is weaker for the IDE array with wave structures as shown in figure 5 while it is stronger for plain IDE arrays [30] . Illustration of (a) particle concentration at the peaks of a wave structure due to DEP forces and (b) particle transport along the wave structure valleys due to ACEO flow.
This phenomenon was also experimentally observed for all the particles in microfluidic chips.
The medium conductivity is 5 µS cm −1 for all the experiments unless stated otherwise. Figures 5(a) and (c) show the fabricated symmetric IDE array and the concentration of 1.0 µm particles at the peaks of the wave structure due to strong DEP forces under the applied sine-wave signal at a frequency of 200 kHz and a peak-to-peak voltage of 400 V pp . Particles experienced positive DEP forces because the surface conductance over the smaller surface area results in higher particle conductivity [29] . When the frequency was reduced to 30 kHz, ACEO flow became strong driving the particles to flow along the valleys of the wave structure in two opposite directions due to the IDE array and meet at the middle shown in figures 5(e) and (g)).
For the asymmetric wave structure, the particle trapping at the peaks of the wave structure was similar to that observed for symmetric wave structures as shown in figures 5(b) and (d) with the same other conditions as those for figure 5(c) . However, the ACEO-assisted particle transport behaved differently because the valley position on the narrower electrode is higher than that on the wider electrode, and part of the electrode field are blocked due to the thicker film as shown in figure 3(c) . Therefore, the electric field gradient on the peaks adjacent to the narrow electrode is weaker than that on the other peaks, which results in different ACEO flow velocities as shown by the arrow length in figures 5(f) and (h). The two sides of the particle streams met at the right side of the asymmetric wave structure as shown in figure 5(h) , instead of the center as observed for symmetric wave structures. The particle motion is also shown in supplementary video 1 (stacks. iop.org/JMM/25/035003/mmedia). It is noted that for both scenarios ACEO flow occurred in two opposite lateral directions due to the IDE array while the perpendicular direction to the IDEs was suppressed because of the undulated structure [30] as shown in figure 5 .
It is expected that the format of the wave signal has significant impact on particle motion which was validated experimentally for 2 um particles as shown in figure 6 , where the top and bottom rows of images show the particle motion induced by ACEO flow under the applied sine-wave and square-wave signal, respectively. The peak-to-peak voltage was 400 Vpp for both wave signals. Particles were initially trapped at the left ends by positive DEP forces at a frequency of 200 kHz under both waveforms (figures 6(a) and (d)). When the frequency was reduced to 30 kHz, particle motions behaved differently in response to different waveforms. Under the sinewave signal, ACEO mainly dominated driving particles into the two valleys of the wave structures (figures 6(b) and (c)). In contrast, the particles continued to move along the peaks of the wave structures under the square-wave signal ( figures 6(e) and (f)) because DEP forces remained strong despite ACEO being dominant at this frequency range. In addition, the velocity of ACEO flow is the fastest close to the electrodes (the valleys of the wave structure) and begins decaying with the distance from the electrode (the peaks of the wave structure), therefore the particles travelling along the peaks under the square-wave signal were slower than those traveling along the valleys under the sine-wave signal (see supplementary video 2 (stacks.iop.org/JMM/25/035003/mmedia)).
The combined wave structure and IDE array allow dynamic control of particle motion such as trapping, aggregation and separation via the joint effects of DEP forces and ACEO flow by varying the frequency and waveform of the applied signals dynamically. For example, figure 7(a) shows that the articles are trapped at the ends of the wave structure peaks under the square-wave signal due to positive DEP forces at a frequency of 200 kHz and then concentrated at the centers of the wave structure when the frequency was reduced to 30 kHz ( figures 7(b)-(d) ). The aggregated particles later were split into two streams along the valleys with opposite flow directions towards the ends of electrodes when the square wave was changed to sine wave ( figure 7(e) ). Details can be further understood via supplementary video 3 (stacks.iop.org/ JMM/25/035003/mmedia). This feature can be applied to the studies for particle concentration and separation. (a) and (b) are the top views of a symmetric and an asymmetric IDE array, respectively; (c), (e) and (g) show the particle trapping due to DEP forces and then ACEO-assisted particle transport on the symmetric wave structure and (d), (f) and (h) are for the asymmetric wave structure.
Particle separation
Separation of particle with different sizes is one of the key functionalities required in many applications. The combined 3 D wave structure and IDE array is demonstrated to offer unique separation capability using colloidal particles.
The particles driven by ACEO flow are also subject to drag and DEP forces by neglecting gravity and Brownian motion as the particle density (1.05 g cm −3 ) is very close to the liquid medium (~1.0 g cm −3 ) and the particle size is relatively large. Considering a simple one-dimensional particle motion, the movement of a spherical particle in a viscous fluid is given by:
where m is the particle mass, u the particle velocity, and
the drag for a particle moving slowly in a viscous liquid which is the case of this study, where γ πη = a 6 is the friction factor,v the bulk flow velocity (here is the velocity of ACEO flow), η the viscosity of the fluid and a the particle radius.
For micrometer and sub-micrometer particles, the characteristic acceleration time is usually smaller than 10 −6 s [31] . Therefore, the particle can be considered to be travelling at its terminal velocity. This means that the particle velocity depends on the balance between the ACEO velocity and the velocity induced by DEP and drag forces exerted on the particle. According to equation (1), DEP force is proportional to the cube of the particle size, and the DEP motion of the particle runs counter to the ACEO flow, therefore the particle velocity decreases when particle size increases. In addition, the particle cluster caused by particle-particle interaction also suffers larger drag forces resulting in a decrease in the particle velocity. As a result, particles with different sizes can be separated. Figure 8 shows the separation of particles (0.5 µm and 2 µm) under the sine-wave signal. Initially, particles were trapped by positive DEP forces on the wave structure peaks at a peak-to-peak voltage of 200 V pp and a frequency of 200 kHz ( figure 8(a) ). Then the particles began travelling along the valleys as the frequency was decreased to 30 kHz ( figure 8(b) ) Figure 6 . ACEO-assisted particle (2 um) transport generated by a sine-wave (top row) and a square-wave (bottom row) signal. due to ACEO flow. At the beginning, particles travelled as a big cluster, as shown in figure 8(c) . The ACEO velocity became weaker as the particles travelled to the center of the wave structures, while the DEP and drag forces still acted on the particles. Figure 8(d) shows that the 0.5 µm particles led the 2 µm particles due to the weaker drag force acting on the smaller particles, although a significant tailing effect occurred during particle separation (see supplementary video 4 (stacks. iop.org/JMM/25/035003/mmedia)). Prevention of the tailing effect and the separation of multi-scale particles could be achieved by modifying the wave structure and optimizing the ac electric field, which can be considered for future studies. Figure 9 (a) shows the time for the particles with different sizes (0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 µm) to travel from the end to the center of the electrode length under different applied ac voltages of the sine wave electrical field. The travelling time was recorded as particles were being pumped by ACEO flow from the end to the center along the valleys of the wave structures. It is found that the travelling time decreases as the applied voltage increases due to the increased average bulk flow velocity, and smaller particles travel faster than bigger particles due to less drag effects. The difference in the travelling time between various-sized particles at higher applied voltages is less than that at lower applied voltages. Although ACEO is dominant at lower frequencies, DEP forces still act on the particles. The DEP effect becomes more obvious when weaker ACEO flow is induced by lower voltages; however, stronger ACEO flow induced by the higher applied voltages overcome the effect of DEP to reduce the difference in travelling time between various-sized particles.
ACEO flow velocity decreases with the increase of the distance from the end of the electrode as indicated by equation (2) which was experimentally verified. The particle velocities were measured at five locations along the electrode length as shown in figure 9(b) . It can be seen that the particle velocity decreases with the increase of the distance from the electrode end with the highest velocity occurring at location 1. The same trend was found for all the three different sized 5 µm, 1.0 µm and 2.0 µm) . The velocity difference between 1.0 µm and 2.0 µm particles is very small while the difference between 0.5 µm and 1.0 µm is very large. This is likely because the drag force is dominant for larger particles.
Conclusion
In summary, nonuniform electrical fields can be generated through a combination of a simple parallel IDE array and a wave structure that is fabricated on the top of the IDE arrays by applying a wave signal to the IDE arrays. The 3D wave structure fabricated using a simple method is proven effective in altering the local nonuniform electrical fields and thus induce unique combinations of DEP and ACEO phenomena for particle manipulation at the peaks and valleys of the wave structure. Size-dependent particle separation on the wave structure due to the joint effects of drag and DEP forces was also achieved. In addition, the wave structure geometry can be changed via modifying the electrode design for specific applications such as particle concentrators, sorters or the ACEO pumps.
